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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Nahomi11 has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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acervo
Set of goods or moral or cultural values that belong to a group.

aparente
1-. Seems something is not, or that seem true judging by what is shown to the vista.2-.which is detectable by the
vista.3-.that it is nice or has good aspecto.4-.which is appropriate or suitable for a purpose.

arado
Work that is done in the land with plow

ceñir
1-. Make a pledge or else beat to something or someone.  ( Example: " they girded him with ropes, they girded his
forehead with a laurel wreath, observed the robe when I entered "  ) 2-. Be [a garment or something else] cinched to
something or someone.  ( Example: " bandage hugged her chest and the left shoulder, this t-shirt cinch you too "   )

coplas
1-. Popular song Spanish for the couplet and influenced throughout century xx by various genres, especially the popular
song and flamenco; is loving or sentimental theme and usually tragico.2 stanza of four eight syllable, verses, with
assonant rhyme in pairs ( 41 aa;. 3. set of two persons, animals or things.

jarana
Noise or clutter of gathered people that sports or odds / fun or lively, boisterous party and which sometimes committed
excesses.

prosódico
stressed it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Prosodico" being its meaning:<br>Prosody or related to it.

sinfonola
The word " 34 Jukebox; It is formed with Greek roots and means " machine that it plays music when someone puts coins
".

sonsonete
Continuous sound that is annoying, especially that generated by a machine or mechanism


